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AbstratWe onsider supply hain management problems where a number of ommodities are produedand onsumed in di�erent bases in a given time horizon. A set of transport means is used to moveproduts between bases in order to respet the daily stok onstraints of eah produt. Suhproblems result in very large sale mixed integer problems with blok struture. We proposea solution algorithm that integrates olumn generation tehniques and polyhedral approahesin a Branh & Cut sheme. Speial lasses of uts for mixed integer problems are introdued.Finally, we disuss an appliation to ship sheduling for hydroarbon produts distribution inan oil industry.Key words: Mixed Integer Programming, Polyhedral Methods, Column Generation, SupplyChain Management.





3.1. IntrodutionOptimization tehniques in industrial prodution and distribution systems have been extensivelystudied and applied by many reseaheres. These e�orts have led to a onsistent body of literatureaddressing the Supply Chain Management problem. In [39℄ an aurate overview of manydi�erent approahes to this problem is given; previously, interesting reviews have been writtenby [42℄ and [40℄.With Supply Chain it is intended the union of all proesses that ontribute to the reation of�nished produts and to their onsumption. The objetive of Supply Chain Management is tooptimize and ontrol the ow of materials and information among all the omponents of the Sup-ply Chain system. Traditionally, three stages are identi�ed in the Supply Chain (e.g., see [40℄):prourement, prodution, and distribution. In real situations, eah stage may present di�erentharateristis, dimensions, and omplexity and thus require spei� modeling and solution ap-proahes. In reent works, relevant e�orts are being made to provide a omplete approah thatoordinates the three stages of the Supply Chain; nevertheless, the spei� harateristis ofreal problems may onstraint the extent to whih oordination and integration of Supply ChainManagement take plae.Aording to the time horizon adopted, the three di�erent planning levels listed below areidenti�ed:- The strategi level onsiders network design and mid-long term planning. Network designonerns the loation of the prodution and onsumption failities, the seletion of thesuppliers, and the identi�ation and the sizing of the di�erent transport means; mid orlong term planning deals with the di�erent operations addressing a period of one or moreyears. In this level only aggregated data are required.- The tatial level takes into aount a time horizon of one or two months; detailed shed-ules of all the operations that must take plae are produed. Here, data auray andavailability is ruial to obtain implementable solutions.- The operational level is onerned with daily ontrol of last minute information and reov-ery from unexpeted events. The required data are of a great level of detail, and are oftenrestrited to a subsystem. Quik deision making is needed; the reovery of the shedulesplanned at the tatial level should not interfere with the rest of the system.The most reent body of literature onering the strategi level of the Supply Chain proposesmodels that address both the network design problems and the mid-long term planning. In [20℄,[21℄, and [22℄ a MIP model that solves a multiommodity single period prodution-distributionproblem with loation seletion is presented. The model is solved using Benders Deompositionand binary variables �xings. Extensions of these models are proposed in [11℄, where a deter-ministi and multi-period prodution-distribution model with a nonlinear objetive funtion isdesribed and solved with a heuristi approah. In [13℄ it is disussed a mixed integer model tooptimize prodution-distribution ows with pieewise linear onave osts where the loation offailities is �xed. In [27℄ is desribed a plant loation model that takes into aount exhangerate utuations, market pries, and international interest rates. This model results in a largenonlinear MIP, approahed by approximation tehniques. Stohastiity aspets of Supply ChainManagement are also onsidered, amongst other issues, in [10℄, [12℄, [18℄ and [17℄. Strategidesign of prodution-distribution systems is modeled as a general framework in [24℄ and [23℄;



4.in [41℄ also supplier reliability is taken into aount by means of a set of onstraints on theprobability of being in time for the suppliers shippings.The optimization of the tatial and the operational levels of Supply Chain Managementis haraterized by large MIP models that an di�er largely from appliation to appliation,and require sophistiated optimization tehniques or heuristis. For prodution optimization, atypial mathematial approah is represented by Lot Sizing models (see [36℄ for a review).In this paper we present a general framework for the distribution stage and its appliationto oil industries. In this �eld the prourement stage onsists in the transportation of rude oilfrom suppliers loated in di�erent ountries to a set of re�neries, where the oil is tranformedinto several �nished or semi-�nished produts (prodution stage). The distribution stage isdivided into primary and seondary. The primary distribution is related to the transportationof the produts among the re�neries, from re�neries to depots, and among the depots. Typialtransport means for primary distribution are ships, pipelines, and truk-wagons. The seondarydistribution is onerned with the trasportation of the �nished produts from the depots to thegas stations. In that ase transportation is mainly performed by truks.Amongst the main elements that haraterize the Supply Chain in Oil Industry, we note that:a) prodution is driven by market demand and oil prie;b) the proess of transformation of rude oil into market produts imposes strong onstraintsboth on the prourement and on the distribution stages, as re�neries have to work at givenrates and are not exible in the short term;) oordination between prourement, prodution, and distribution may take plae only atthe strategi level;d) one a strategi plan has been made for a given time horizon, optimization at the tatiallevel results in large savings of the transportation osts assoiated with prourement anddistribution.Based on these premises, we believe that the tatial level plays a key role in the SupplyChain of Oil Industry: on the one hand, tatial models an be used to validate and ontrol in afeedbak proess the deisions made at the strategi level, that are based on aggregate data; onthe other hand, tatial optimization is typially more omplex from the mathematial modelingstandpoint, and leads to the formulation of hallenging Operations Researh problems.We propose a model that operates at the tatial level, an interat with the strategi level,and an be foused on the operational level. For example, an integration has been realizedbetween the proposed operational model and the strategi model desribed in [18℄. We viewthe operational level as a speialization of the tatial one, where some variables are �xed andonly the variables that have been modi�ed from unexpeted events are to be reoptimized. Inour model, we assume that the quantities to be delivered by eah transport mean are deided atthe strategi level; the output of the model is the monthly shedule for the onsidered transportmeans. We present an appliation to primary distribution (amongst re�neries and depots) inAgipPetroli. Here, a number of ships with di�erent harateristis are used.Similar problems are studied in the literature, the majority of whih restrit the fous to theship sheduling problem without onsidering its interations with the rest of the Supply Chain.A very extensive survey on ship sheduling and ship routing problems is given in [37℄ and [38℄.The author ompares the ship sheduling problem with the more famous and largely studied



5.vehile routing or vehile sheduling problems, pointing out that in the former there is a muhlarger variety in problem struture and in operating environments, that shipping operations aresubjet to a signi�ant degree of unertainty, and that the pries of produts and shipping onthe international market are very unstable.Early works on ship sheduling inlude [15℄, whih aims to the minimization of the number ofused ships, and [28℄, where an LP model is proposed as an appromixation for the problem ofalloating a total transportation apaity for eah pair of origin-destination bases, and to deter-mine the minimum number of vessels required. In [30℄ it is desribed a mathematial model tosolve the tanker sheduling model of the Defene Fuel Center and the Military Sealift Commandin the worldwide distribution of bulk petroleum produts; the resulting integer programmingformulation appears to be untratable by the omputational resoures then available, and anheuristi sheme based on rounding was adopted to obtain feasible solutions.More reently, in [31℄, it is desribed an interative omputer system addressing daily shedul-ing issues as well as longer range planning problems; the method utilizes a network ow modeland a mixed integer programming model. The time horizon is one year and a half, during whihfour ships an make up to �ve travels. The solution method adopted is a heuristi with speialfeatures that enhane the interations between the user and the system. In [6℄ a rude oil tankersheduling problem is onsidered. The onstraints of the problem limit the number of all feasibleshedules, whih an be generated o�-line, and appear as olumns in a set partitioning model.The ontained dimensions of the appliation problem allow to �nd optimal integer solutionswithin a reasonable omputation time. In [19℄ the eÆient sheduling of eet of ships engagedin \pik-up and delivery" of bulk argoes is presented. The system adopts o�-line generationof ship shedules. Aording to the dimensions of the problem, the system an either generateall the feasible shedules or heuristially limit the generation proess. The orresponding setpaking problem is eÆiently solved using a Lagrangean heuristi. Finally, in [9℄ a variant ofthe multi-vehile \pik-up and delivery" problem with time windows ombined with a multi-inventory model for a real ship planning problem is desribed. Here an on-line olumn generationapproah is adopted and integrated in a standard Branh & Prie algorithm (see [5℄).In this paper we desribe a model for tatial Supply Chain Optimization that an be spe-ialized for the operational level and interfaed with a strategi model. In Setion 2 we desribethe model with di�erent formulations and possible extensions. In Setion 3 we outline a generalsolution approah ombining Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition and polyhedral methods. In Se-tion 4 we present the lass of Nested Knapsak Inequalities with some polyhedral propertiesand desribe the appliation to the problem at hand. In Setion 5 we disuss the appliationof over inequalities. In Setion 6 we present an appliation to a real life problem arising in oilindustries.2. Model DesriptionWith the objetive of extending the previous work above desribed, we onsider a general modelthat an be used for tatial Supply Chain Optimization. The model addresses the problem ofthe distribution of a set of ommodities amongst a set of bases. In eah base, ommodities anbe produed or onsumed; onstraints on the minimum and maximum amount of stok are thengiven for eah ommodity and for eah base. A number of transport means is used to move thedi�erent ommodities amongst the bases.Given a planning period made of a �nite number of time units (typially days), the problem isto move the ommodities between the bases in order to obey the stok onstraints with minimal



6.transportation ost. Moreover, in many real situations, it may be the ase that the availabletransport means are not apable of satisfying the given onstraints; in these situations, extratransport apaity is to be obtained at an additional ost, or stok violations an be reovedby buying or selling the produt on the market. For these reasons we also onsider violationsvariables, assoiated with balane onstraints.The network data needed for formulating the model onerns the bounds on stok for eahommodity, for eah base, and for eah time unit, and the prodution and the onsumption ratesfor eah ommodity in the bases. The data related to the transport means may vary aordingto their type; generally, we assume the travel time and the travel ost amongst all bases to beknown.The basi element of the model is the spae-time graph, depited in Figure 1. A spae-timegraph is assoiated with a single transport mean or to a lass of equivalent transport means.The nodes of this graph are disposed on a regular grid with the rows indexed by the bases andthe olumns indexed by the time units in the planning horizon. Eah node is then assoiatedwith a pair (base, time unit). An ar between two nodes (b1; t1) and (b2; t2) is present if thedistane between b1 and b2 an be overed in time t2� t1. The ars in the spae-time graph anbe of three di�erent types: loaded ars, i.e., ars that indiate the moving of ommodities fromprodution to onsumption bases (thik ars in the �gure); unloaded ars, indiating the travelsof the transport mean from a onsumption base to the next prodution base (thin ars in the�gure); and still ars, that are present when the transport mean stays in the same base for oneor more time units (dashed ars in the �gure). Suh a graph is obviously ayli.
p2
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p3Figure 1: Example of spae-time graph for a transport mean starting at base 1 on day 1In the following setions we present two alternative formulations for the Tatial DistributionProblem in Supply Chain Management:1. The Shedule Formulation: a olumn generation based formulation, with binary variablesassoiated with paths on the spae-time graphs of the type of Figure 1.2. The Ar Formulation: a diret formulation, with binary variables assoiated with ars ofthe same graphs.Heneforth, we assume a time unit of one day. Before introduing the two formulations weintrodue the ommon notation:- the index denoting the transport mean is � 2 S, where S is the set of all transport means;



7.- SG(�) is the spae-time graph assoiated with transport mean �;- the index denoting the ommodity is k 2 K, where K is the set of all ommodities;- the index denoting the base is p 2 P � �k [ 
k, where:- P is the set of all bases;- �k is the set of prodution bases for ommodity k 2 K;- 
k is the set of onsumption bases for ommodity k 2 K;- the index denoting the day is d 2 D, where D = f1; : : : ; dmg is the set of time units;- an ar of the spae-time graph is denoted by e 2 E, where:- E is the union of the set of ars of all the spae-time graphs;- E� is the set of ars in SG(�);- FSpd� is the set of travel ars with tail in node (p; d) assoiated with transport mean �;- BSpd� is the set of travel ars with head in (p; d) assoiated with transport mean �;- bkpd is the amount of ommodity k produed or onsumed on day d in base p (produtionbkpd > 0, onsumption bkpd < 0);- zkpd is the ontinuous variable representing the stok level of ommodity k at base p onday d;- �Zkpd and Ẑkpd are the lower and the upper bounds for zkpd, respetively;- �skpd and ŝkpd are the ontinuous variables representing violation of lower and upper boundsof the stok level of ommodity k at base p on day d, respetively.2.1. The Shedule FormulationThis model is a mixed integer program, where ontinuous variables are assoiated with the stoklevel of eah ommodity, on eah day, in eah base, and binary variables are assoiated withpaths of the transport means. Eah binary variable represents a path on the spae-time graphfor a transport mean, and the orresponding loads for eah travel in the path. Suh path spansall the planning horizon. We all suh a ombination of a path and loads a shedule.The onstraints in this formulation are of three types:� Balane Constraints: say that the stok level on eah day d, for eah ommodity and foreah prodution (onsumption) base is equal to the stok on day d�1 minus the quantitiesdelivered (plus quantities reeived) on day d plus prodution (minus onsumption) onday d, plus and minus the orresponding violations variables.� Stok Constraints: say that the stok level on eah day, in eah base and for eahommodity, is bounded by a minimum and a maximum stok level.� Shedule Constraints: say that for eah transport mean at most one shedule an beseleted.



8.The Shedule Formulation an be summarized as follows:min Xs2S sxs +Xk2KXd2DXp2P ŵkpdŝkpd +Xk2KXd2DXp2P �wkpd�skpdzkpd � zkp;d�1 +Xs2S Xe2BSpd�(s) qkse xs + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 �k; d 2 Dzkpd � zkp;d�1 �Xs2S Xe2FSpd�(s) qkse xs + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 
k; d 2 D�Zkpd � zkpd � Ẑkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 P; d 2 DXs2S� xs � 1 for all � 2 Sŝkpd � 0; �skpd � 0 for all k 2 K; p 2 P; d 2 Dxs 2 f0; 1g for all s 2 S
(1)

where- S is the set of all possible shedules; for eah shedule s 2 S we denote by E(s) the set ofars omposing the path of s and by xs the orresponding binary variable;- S� is the set of shedules of transport mean �;- transport mean �(s) is the one assoiated with shedule s 2 S;- s is the ost of shedule s; we suppose that it an be obtained as the sum of the osts ofthe ars that ompose the path of s, that is s =Pe2E(s) ~�(s)e;- qkse is the quantity of ommodity k loaded on transport mean �(s) in travel ar e ofshedule s (zero if ar e is not in the path represented by shedule s).The Shedule Formulation has a ontained number of onstraints but a very large number ofvariables, as the number of possible shedules for a given transport mean in a real size spae-time graph an explode to untratable numbers. Nevertheless, the Shedule Formulation anbe takled with deomposition tehniques, suh as Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition and ColumnGeneration. In these settings, we onsider only a subset of all the feasible shedules and generateon the y new shedules that redue the value of the optimal solution. Suh tehniques aneÆiently lead to the optimal solution of the linear relaxation of (1) under some onditions, thatwill be analyzed in details in Setion 3.2.2. The Ar FormulationThis model is a mixed integer program, where the ontinuous variables are assoiated with thestok level of eah ommodity, on eah day, in eah base, and the binary variables are assoiatedwith eah ar of the spae-time graphs and with all pairs (segregation, ommodity) for eahtravel ar of the graphs. These variables are linked by the following sets of onstraints:



9.� Balane Constraints: say that the stok level on eah day d, for eah ommodity and foreah prodution (onsumption) base is equal to the stok on day d�1 minus the quantitiesdelivered (plus quantities reeived) on day d plus prodution (minus onsumption) onday d, plus and minus the orresponding violation variables.� Stok Constraints: say that the stok level on eah day, in eah base and for eahommodity, is bounded by a minimum and a maximum stok level.� Commodity Assignment Constraints: identify the ommodity (or the ommodities)that are loaded on the transport means.� Path Constraints: say that the ars hosen for a given transport mean must form a pathfrom its initial position to one of the bases in the last day of the planning period.In the formulation below we make the simplifying assumption that eah transport mean anbe loaded with only one ommodity in eah travel. This assumption an be removed by theaddition of extra variables and extra onstraints, as explained in the Setion 2.3. We now statethe Ar Formulation as follows:min X�2SXe2E ~�ev�e +Xk2KXd2DXp2P ŵkpdŝkpd +Xk2KXd2DXp2P �wkpd�skpdzkpd � zkp;d�1 +X�2S Xe2FSpd� q�e yk�e + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 �k; d 2 Dzkpd � zkp;d�1 �X�2S Xe2BSpd� q�e yk�e + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 
k; d 2 D�Zkpd � zkpd � Ẑkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 P; d 2 DXk2K yk�e = v�e for all � 2 S; e 2 E�N� v� = �� for all � 2 Sv�e 2 f0; 1g; yk�e 2 f0; 1g; ŝkpd � 0; �skpd � 0
(2)

where- v� = [v�e℄e2E� is a vetor of 0-1 variables, where v�e = 1 means that ar e is in the pathof transport mean �, and v�e = 0 otherwize;- the onstraints N� v� = �� represent the path onstraints for ship �, where N� is thenode-ar inidene matrix of the spae-time graph for transport mean �;- yk�e is a 0�1 variable that takes value 1 if and only if the orresponding travel is performed(v�e = 1), and the ommodity k is loaded on the trasport mean �;- ~�e is the ost of travel on ar e of ship �;- q�e is the quantity that transport mean � an arry in travel represented by ar e.



10.2.3. ExtensionsHere we disuss some extensions to the basi model assoiated with the two formulations pre-sented above. These extensions refer to the way transport means are loaded, and thus depend onthe spei� type of transport means onsidered. Above we have desribed a model where a trans-port mean an be loaded with only one of the ommodities produed and onsumed. Indeed,some real appliations allow for more than one ommodity to be loaded on the same transportmean, for example, when transport means are ships or truks. We onsider two possible exten-sions: the �rst allows to pak the apaity of a transport mean with several ommodities, withthe only restrition that the sum of the load of eah ommodity does not exeed the apaity ofthe transport mean; the seond assumes the transport mean to have a �xed number of ompart-ments, alled segregations, with given apaity, eah of whih may be loaded with a di�erentommodity.The extensions have a larger impat on the Ar Formulation, where additional variables areto be onsidered, while in the Shedule Formulation the new requirements may be dealt with inthe olumn generation subproblem; the reader may reall that a generated shedule onsists ina path on the spae-time graph with assoiated loads on eah travel.Multiple loads on the same Transport meanIf the transport means an arry more than one ommodity in the same travel, we relax theintegrality onstraints on the variables yk�e, that now indiate the proportion of ommodity kloaded on transport means � on travel ar e. In the Ar Formulation it is suÆient to substituteyk�e 2 f0; 1g with 0 � yk�e � 1 for all k 2 K; � 2 S; e 2 E�:This modi�ation models the ase of transport means where the di�erent ommodities an beloaded in any possible way.In the Shedule Formulation the relaxation of the integrality onstraints on the y variables isexpressed by substituing xs 2 f0; 1g with the onstraintsXs2S(�;e)xs 2 f0; 1g for all � 2 S; e 2 E�;where S(�; e) is the set of shedules of � ontaining ar e; suh onstraints orrespond to theintegrality of the v variables.Finally, note that so far we have assumed that eah transport mean travels at full load. Withthe addition of a dummy ommodity, respresenting the empty spae on the transport mean, itis possible to onsider also partial loads.Segregations with Fixed CapaityIn this ase, the transport means are allowed to arry more than one ommodity but have theirfull apaity divided into a �xed number of segregations, with given apaity. The new variablesand parameters have the following meaning:- the index denoting a segregation is g 2 G�, where G� is the set of segregations of transportmean �;



11.- ygk�e has value 1 if ommodity k is transported in segregation g of transport mean � intravel ar e, and zero otherwise (segregation-ommodity variables);- ~qg�e is the quantity that segregation g of transport mean � an arry in travel representedby ar e, and Pg2G� ~qg�e = q�e.The hanges in the Ar Formulation onern the Balane Constraints and the CommodityAssignment Constraints:zkpd � zkp;d�1 +X�2S Xe2FSpd� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 �k; d 2 Dzkpd � zkp;d�1 �X�2S Xe2BSpd� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd for all k 2 K; p 2 
k; d 2 DXk2K ygk�e = v�e for all � 2 S; e 2 E�; g 2 G�ygk�e 2 f0; 1g for all � 2 S; e 2 E�; g 2 G�; k 2 KThis extension has a relevant impat on the omplexity and on the dimension of the ArFormulation, as new binary variables and new onstraints are introdued in the model. On theother hand, the Shedule Formulation has the same representation, but the number of possibleolumns in the set S is inreased. This fat must be taken into aount in the Column GenerationSubproblem where the loads on the di�erent segregations must also be generated.3. Solution algorithmReal instanes of the tatial distribution problem result in models with very large dimensions.A typial example, oming from an italian oil ompany with 19 bases, 10 di�erent ommodi-ties, one month of planning, and 10 transport means, orresponds to an Ar Formulation withover 1 million onstraints, over 34.000 ontinuous violations variables, and over 100.000 integervariables.Even with the latest versions of the ommerial solvers for Linear Programming(e.g., CPLEX 6.5, XPRESS-MP 11) it is diÆult to handle problems with suh dimensions;hene, deomposition approahes must be used. In the present work we hoose the ColumnGeneration tehnique that enables to formulate the problem with a very general model unifyingthe representation of di�erent transport means.In this setion we design a solution method based on two tehniques and on their integration:the Column Generation and the Branh & Cut tehniques. In Setion 3.1 we analyse the issue ofthe integration of Column Generation and Branh & Cut and propose a general framework thatan be adopted for large lasses of problems with integer variables; in Setion 3.2 we exposethe struture of the algorithm for the generation of the olumns for the Shedule Formulation;in Setion 3.3 we disuss the valid inequalities whih will be applied to the problem.3.1. Integration of the Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition and of the polyhedral methodsThe Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition and the onneted Column Generation tehnique an be de-ployed to eÆiently solve the linear relaxation of large blok strutured problems; in fat, thesemethods take advantage from the peuliar struture of the subproblems assoiated with eah



12.blok of ontraints. Although, to obtain an optimal integer solution for an IP problem, additionalmahinery is needed.In the literature, large integer and mixed-integer problems have been solved using the ColumnGeneration approah ombined with Branh & Bound; at eah node of the searh tree newolumns are generated by the solution of the olumn generation subproblem, also referred to asthe priing problem. The resulting approah is thus alled Branh & Prie (see [5℄ and for moredetails).The literature also proposes other tehniques for the solution of integer and mixed-integerproblems, amongst whih Cutting Planes, or Polyhedral tehniques, has proven to be extremelysuessful; these methods are based on the reinforement of the problem formulations by newinequalities, or uts. Cutting Planes methods, ombined with Branh & Bound, yield to Branh& Cut methods. Many theoretial and real life integer problems have been suessfully solvedusing Branh & Cut (e.g., see [35℄ for the original referene on the method, or [7℄ for an extensivelist of referenes), so that this tehnique has beome the most established approah to solveinteger problems to optimality.Branh & Prie approahes have been suessfully used to solve problems arising in airlineompanies, suh as the Crew Sheduling Problem (e.g., [4℄,[16℄, and [29℄), and hallenging the-oretial problems suh as the Capaitated Vehile Routing Problem (e.g., [3℄,[1℄, and [25℄);unfortunately in all these papers no uts are added to strengthen the LP formulation.In the following, we desribe some onditions and state some results showing how it is pos-sible to ombine the Column Generation and the polyhedral tehniques, without a�eting theeÆieny of the former and gaining the bene�ts of the latter. We desribe the omplete yleof the proess from the solution of the relaxation of the problem to the identi�ation and theaddition of violated uts.Given a set of elements E, we onsider a lass of optimization problems, where eah feasiblesolution is represented by a number k � 1 of subsets of E. Eah subset is de�ned by somestrutural onstraints while the k subsets satisfy some ompatibility requirements.We onsider the following general formulation of the problem, that we refer to as the BlokFormulation: min ~1y1 + ~2y2 + � � � + ~kyk~A1y1 + ~A2y2 + � � � + ~Akyk � ~bB1y1 � d1B2y2 � d2 (BF). . . ...Bkyk � dkyie 2 f0; 1g for all i = 1; : : : ; k; e 2 E:The variable yie takes value 1 if the element e 2 E is seleted for the i-th subset. The onstraintsBiyi � di are the strutural onstraints of the i-th subset, while~A1y1 + ~A2y2 + � � � + ~Akyk � ~bare the ompatibility onstraints among the di�erent subsets.When the Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition is applied, one obtains another formulation of theproblem, where the variables are diretly assoiated with the subsets of E satisfying the stru-tural onstraints, and one suh variable for eah blok is to be seleted. Let the following be



13.this alternative formulation that we refer to as the Subsets Formulation:min kXi=1 Xs2Si isxisAx � b (SF)xis 2 f0; 1g for all s 2 Si; i = 1; : : : ; k:The onstraints Ax � b represent a reformulation of the ompatibility onstraints, and ontainalso the requirement that only one subset an be seleted for eah blok i. The sets Si are thefamilies of all subsets whih are feasible for the strutural onstraints of blok i.The Subsets Formulation has in general an exponential number of olumns, but it has asmaller number of rows as the strutural onstraints are no more needed. In fat, they arealready satis�ed by the de�nition of the variables.Now we introdue some notation and summarize the one previously exposed:� E is the set of elements that an be seleted;� Si is the family of subsets of E whih are feasible for the i-th blok; hereafter we refer tothese subsets as on�gurations;� S is the union of the families Si over all bloks i;� yie is the variable assoiated with element e 2 E for blok i in (BF);� xis is the variable assoiated with on�guration s 2 Si in (SF);� Si(e) is the subset of on�gurations s 2 Si ontaining the element e 2 E;� E(s) is the subset of elements in E ontained in the on�guration s 2 S.As (SF) and (BF) are two formulations of the same problem, the ost is of xis is equal to theost of the elements in the set E(s), i.e., is =Pe2E(s) ~ie.The following proposition establishes the onnetion between the feasible solutions of the twoformulations (SF) and (BF).Proposition 3.1. Let x be an integer feasible solution of (SF), then the solution y, wherefyie =Ps2Si(e) xis j e 2 E; i 2 f1; : : : ; kgg; (3)is an integer feasible solution for (BF).Proof: Follows straightforwardly from the fat that x de�nes a set of feasible on�gurations. 2With the following proposition we transform valid inequalities for formulation (BF) into validinequalities for formulation (SF).Proposition 3.2. If the inequality ~�y � ~�0 is valid for the original Blok Formulation (BF),then the inequality �x � �0 de�ned by�is = Xe2E(s) ~�ie 8 s 2 Si 8 i = 1; : : : ; k (4)�0 = ~�0; (5)is valid for the Subsets Formulation (SF).



14.Proof: Let x be a feasible solution for (SF) and y be the orresponding feasible solution for (BF)obtained by (3), then�x = kXi=1 Xs2Si �isxis = kXi=1 Xs2Si xis Xe2E(s) ~�ie == kXi=1Xe2E ~�ie Xs2Si(e) xis = kXi=1Xe2E ~�ieyie = ~�y � ~�0 = �0:Hene, the inequality �x � �0 is valid for (SF). 2The following result permits to ombine the Column Generation tehnique with the polyhedralmethods to solve linear programming problems with integer variables.Theorem 3.3. If an inequality �x � �0 valid for (SF) obtained by (4) and (5) is added to (SF),then the struture of the priing subproblem is not modi�ed.Proof: We show that only a hange of objetive funtion oeÆients ours in the priingsubproblem as a onsequene of adding new inequalities. Let (�; �) be a dual optimal solutionof the relaxation of (SF) together with a valid inequality � x � �0, where � is the dual prie ofthe added onstraint.If �is was the redued ost of on�guration s disregarding �, then the redued ost in the newproblem an be expressed as �is � ��is.From the de�nition of is, we derive that �is may be written as Pe2E(s)wie, where wie dependson ~ and �. As for (4) �is = Pe2E(s) ~�ie, then the new redued ost is equal to Pe2E(s)wie ��Pe2E(s) ~�ie = Pe2E(s)wie � �~�e: As in the priing subproblem only the objetive funtion ismodi�ed when adding a new inequality, the same algorithm an be used. 2In the following proposition, we state another property that allows to use a separation al-gorithm for valid inequalities in the original formulation (BF) and then use these inequalitiesin (SF).Proposition 3.4. Let x be a solution for (SF). If the inequality ~�y � ~�0 is violated by thesolution y for (BF) obtained from x by (3), then the orresponding inequality �x � �0 de�nedby (4) and (5) is violated by x.Proof: We have to prove that if ~�y > ~�0 then �x > �0. By propositions 3.1 and 3.2�0 = ~�0 < ~�y = kXi=1Xe2E ~�ieyie = kXi=1Xe2E ~�ie Xs2Si(e) xis == kXi=1 Xs2Si xis Xe2E(s) ~�ie = kXi=1 Xs2Si �isxis = �x;hene �x > �0. 2
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Proposition 3.1SolutionFigure 2: The ombination sheme of Column Generation and Branh & CutNote that if all the uts for (BF) neessary to prove that a solution y is optimal are available,then these uts, transformed and added to (SF), would prove x to be optimal for (SF), asrelation (3) translates solutions for (SF) into solutions for (BF) with equal ost. The tehniqueto ombine Column Generation and the methods to solve linear programming problems withinteger variables is skethed in Figure 2 and summarized below:� two formulations of the problem are used: the original Blok Formulation (BF), and thealternative Subsets Formulation (SF);� the linear relaxation of the Subsets Formulation is blok strutured and is eÆiently solvedby means of Column Generation; the Blok Formulation is well haraterized and hasvariables assoiated with elements in E;� uts that are valid for the Blok Formulation an be taken into aount in the generationof the variables with minimum redued ost for the Subset Formulation (Theorem 3.3);� solutions (possibly frational) of the Subset Formulation are transformed into (possiblyfrational) solutions for thre Blok Formulation (Proposition 3.1);� uts determined in the Blok Formulation are transformed and added to the Subset For-mulation (Proposition 3.2).Therefore, we use the Subsets Formulation to solve the linear relaxation of the problem usingan LP solver and the priing subproblem, and the Blok Formulation to identify violated utsand branhing rules.3.2. Column GenerationHere we reall how to solve the Column Generation Subproblem, i.e., how to �nd a olumnwith minimum redued ost for the Shedule Formulation. Let � and � be the dual variablesassoiated with the Balane Constraints and with the Shedule Constraints, respetively. The



16.redued ost of a variable xs assoiated with shedule s is:�s = s � Xe=(i;j)2E(s) Xk2K(s;e)(�k(i)� �k(j))qkse � ��(s);where K(s; e) is the set of ommodities shipped by the shedule s on travel ar e. Due to thefull load assumption, Pk2K(s;e) qkse is equal to the total apaity of the transport mean �(s) onthat ar whih we denote with q�(s)e.Let (i; j) be an ar of the spae-time graph SG(�), k� = argmaxk2K �k(i)� �k(j), and s anyshedule that uses ar (i; j), representing that mean � is (totally or partially) loaded with aommodity ~k suh that �k�(i) � �k�(j) > �~k(i) � �~k(j). We observe that the variable xs has aredued ost greater than the one of the variable assoiated with the shedule representing thattransport mean � is totally loaded with ommodity k�.Therefore, as we supposed that s is the sum of the osts on the ars in E(s), it is possible to�nd the olumn with minimum redued ost solving jSj shortest path problems on the spae-timegraphs, where osts on the ars are given by��e = �e �maxk2K (�k(i)� �k(j))q�eand then adding the value ��� (note that �� � 0).The above desribed weights are suitable for all the three models desribed in Setion 2 ifno inequalities are added to the problem. From the results of Setion 3.1 we an derive themodi�ations to be applied when polyhedral tehniques are integrated.In the initial model (formulations (1) and (2)) and in the �rst extension of Setion 2.3, thatonsiders multiple loads without �xed apaity segregations, three steps must be followed: (a) foreah ommodity, add the ontribution of all the dual variables assoiated with uts where it isinluded the variable yk�e to the term (�k(i)��k(j))q�e; (b) onsider the ommodity k maximizingthe value of the sum omputed in step (a); () add to the result of (b) the ontribution of allthe dual variables assoiated with uts where the variable v�e is inluded.In the extension of the model desribed in Setion 2.3, that takes into aount segregationswith �xed apaity, the above three steps must be applied to eah segregation and then theresults are to be summed. The ommodity yielding the maximum value in step (b) is the onethat must be loaded on the orreponding segregation of the transport mean.3.3. Knapsak subproblems and valid inequalitiesIn this setion we derive knapsak onstraints from the struture of the formulations desribedin Setion 2. These knapsak problems are used, in the following setions, to determine validinequalities.We onsider the more general ase of the extension with �xed segregations presented in Se-tion 2.3. The onsiderations made below obviously apply to the other ases desribed. Westart from the following balane onstraint of the Ar Formulation for a given ommodity k, aonsumption base p, and a day d:zkpd � zkp;d�1 �X�2S Xe2BSpd� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e + ŝkpd � �skpd = bkpd:



17.Adding the same relations for days d� 1; d� 2; : : : ; 1, we obtain a formula for variable zkpd;then, onsidering the maximum and the minimum stok levels, we obtain mixed integer knapsakproblems. For instane, from zkpd � �Zkpd it derives:zkpd = X1�d0�dX�2S Xe2BSpd0� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e � X1�d0�d(ŝkpd0 � �skpd0) + X1�d0�d bkpd0 � �Zkpd:Writing all variables on the left hand side and all parameters on the right hand side, and droppingthe ontinuous variables with negative sign, we get the following onstraint:X1�d0�dX�2S Xe2BSpd0� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e + X1�d0�d �skpd0 � �Zkpd � X1�d0�d bkpd0: (6)Assuming, for the moment, that the violation variables have value zero, the meaning of thisonstraint is that the total amount of ommodity k delivered to base p before day d is greaterthan or equal to the minimum quantity that must be in p in that day plus the total amountonsumed until day d (remember that bkpd0 is negative for onsumption).Note that a proess similar to the one disussed above an be applied to the ase of produtionbases.Besides the y variables onsidered in onstraints (6), in the Ar Formulation are also presentthe v variables assoiated only with travels of the transport means, and not with ommodities.We an derive knapsak onstraints on v variables summing the knapsak onstraints (6) on thedi�erent ommodities that an be shipped from or towards the spei�ed port. In fat, applyingthe above argument we obtain:Xk2K X1�d0�dX�2S Xe2BSpd0� Xg2G� ~qg�e ygk�e +Xk2K X1�d0�d �skpd0 � Xk2K( �Zkpd � X1�d0�d bkpd0)Now we an modify the order of the sums getting the �rst sum on the ommodities in theinnermost position; onsidering the onstraints whih onnet y variables to v variables in theAr Formulation, that is Pk2K ygk�e = v�e, we derive the following knapsak onstraint:X1�d0�dX�2S Xe2BSpd0� q�ev�e +Xk2K X1�d0�d �skpd0 � Xk2K( �Zkpd � X1�d0�d bkpd0); (7)where q�e =Pg2G� ~qg�e is the apaity of mean � (for the travel denoted by ar e).As the problem is a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem, the uts to be applied maybe determined following two lines of searh:� �nd diretly valid inequalities for Mixed Integer Programming problems;� �nd valid inequalities for Integer Programming problems and then apply lifting proeduresfor the ontinuous variables.In the seond ase there are three steps to onsider: �rst, �x to zero the ontinuous variables;seond, study the resulting integer program; �nally, apply lifting proedures for the ontinuousvariables to obtain inequalities whih are valid for the original mixed integer problem.In Setion 4 we present a lass of valid inequalities diretly studied for MIP problems, whilein Setion 5 we analyse some issues on inequalities determined on Integer Programs, liftingproedures for the ontinuous variables, and their appliation to the problem disussed in thispaper.



18.4. Nested Knapsak InequalitiesIn this setion we present a lass of valid inequalities for mixed integer problems that, underertain hypotheses, has a faet-induing property. We also disuss its appliation to the TatialDistribution Problem in Supply Chain Management.De�nition 4.1. A Nested Knapsak System is a set of knapsak onstraintsXi2V1 aixi +s1 � b1Xi2V1 aixi +Xi2V2 aixi +s1 + s2 � b2... . . . ... . . . ...Xi2V1 aixi +Xi2V2 aixi+ � � �+ Xi2Vn aixi +s1 + s2 � � �+ sn � bn; (8)
satisfying the following onditions: b0 = 0, bh > bh�1 for h = 1; : : : ; n, xi 2 f0; 1g for alli 2 Snh=1 Vh, and sh 2 R+ for all h = 1; : : : ; n.Note that the variables in onstraint h appear with the same oeÆient in onstraints k > h.Theorem 4.1. The inequalityXi2V1 �ixi +Xi2V2 �ixi + � � �+ Xi2Vn �ixi + s1 + s2 + � � � + sn � bn;where �i = minfai; bn � bh�1g for all i 2 Vh; h = 1; : : : ; n:is a faet induing inequality for the Nested Knapsak System (8).Proof: Validity of the inequality an be easily veri�ed. The faet induing property is provedby sequential lifting and indution on the number of binary variables. We refer to [33℄ and [32℄for lifting proedures in 0-1 programming problems.First, one an easily hek that the theorem is true if Pnh=1 jVhj = 1, as a basis for theindution proess. Hene, let xj with j 2 Vh be the variable to lift and, for eah k, V 0k be thesubset of Vk ontaining the variables already lifted at the urrent step. We have to show thatthe lifting oeÆient is �j = minfaj ; bn � bh�1g. This oeÆient an be found applying the



19.following lifting proedure:zj = minXi2V 01 �ixi +Xi2V 02 �ixi+ � � �+ Xi2V 0n �ixi +s1 + s2 � � �+ snXi2V 01 aixi +s1 � b1Xi2V 01 aixi +Xi2V 02 aixi +s1 + s2 � b2... . . . ... . . . ...Xi2V 01 aixi +Xi2V 02 aixi+ � � �+ Xi2V 0h�1 aixi+s1 + s2+ � � �+ sh�1� bh�1Xi2V 01 aixi +Xi2V 02 aixi+ � � �+Xi2V 0h aixi +s1 + s2+ � � �+ sh+ � bh � aj... ... ...Xi2V 01 aixi +Xi2V 02 aixi+ � � �+ Xi2V 0n aixi +s1 + s2+ � � �+ sn � bn � aj�j = bn � zj :As a �rst ase, we suppose that aj � bn � bh�1; then bn � aj � bh�1 and, as bk � aj � bn � ajfor h � k � n, onstraint h � 1 dominates onstraints from h to n. Thus a feasible solutionfor the lifting problem is s1 = bh�1, from whih we obtain that zj � bh�1. Now we prove thatzj = bh�1 holds, by showing that the following variables take value zero in the optimal solutionof the lifting problem: (a) variables xi for i 2 V 01 with ai � bn, and (b) variables xi for i 2 V 0k,2 � k � h� 1 with ai � bn � bk�1.a) Suppose xi = 1 for i 2 V 01 with ai � bn; then zj � �i = bn > bh�1; this ontradits whatabove stated, thus in every optimal solution xi = 0 and Pi2V 01 �ixi + s1 � b1.b) Here we use indution on onstraint k, 2 � k � h � 1. From the indutive hypothesis weknow that, in every optimal solution, xi = 0 for i 2 V 0l where ai � bn� bl�1 for eah l < k,and also that Pt2V 01[:::[V 0k�1 �txt + s1 + : : :+ sk�1 � bk�1. Now suppose xi = 1 for i 2 V 0kwith ai � bn � bk�1: it would follow that zj � (Pt2V 01[:::[V 0k�1 �txt + s1 + : : : + sk�1) +Pt2V 0k �txt+ sk � bk�1+�i = bn; from bn > bh�1 and zj � bh�1, we reah a ontradition,thus it must holds xi = 0 for i 2 V 0k.We have thus shown that that left hand side of onstraint h�1 is equal to the objetive funtionin every optimal solution, therefore zj � bh�1, and onsequently zj = bh�1 and �j = bn � bh�1.Consider now the ase, aj < bn�bh�1; then bn�aj > bh�1, so a feasible solution is s1 = bn�ajand zj � bn � aj . To show that zj = bn � aj , we note that points (a) and (b) of the previousase an be repeated in a similar way; we then apply indution for k � h, as desribed in ():) Suppose xi = 1 for i 2 V 0k with ai � bn � bk�1, then for indutive hypothesis it holds thatzj � ( Xt2V 01[:::[V 0k�1 �txt + s1 + : : :+ sk�1) +Xt2V 0k �txt + sk;



20. the right hand side of the above inequality is greater thanbh�1 + �i = bh�1 + (bn � bh�1) = bn if k = h(bk�1 � aj) + �i = (bk�1 � aj) + (bn � bk�1) = bn � aj if k > h;In both ases zj � bn � aj , so there exists an optimal solution with xi = 0 for i 2 V 0k withai � bn � bk�1.Consequently, the objetive funtion takes the same value of the left hand side of onstraint n,and thus zj � bn � aj . As we have shown a feasible solution with this value, zj = bn � aj , and�j = aj . This omplete the proof. 2We onlude this setion with an example.Example 4.1. Consider the following three knapsak onstraints:Xi2V1 aixi +s1 � 47Xi2V1 aixi +Xi2V2 aixi +s1 + s2 � 182Xi2V1 aixi +Xi2V2 aixi +Xi2V3 aixi +s1 + s2 + s3 � 1081;where the oeÆients ai belong to the set f7000; 10400; 11000g. Applying Theorem 4.1, we getthe following valid inequality:182Xi2V1 xi + 135Xi2V2 xi + 1081Xi2V3 xi + s1 + s2 + s3 � 182: (9)24.1. Complete desription for instanes with small right hand side valuesConsider the following Nested Knapsak Inequalities:Xj2V1 �1jxj +s1 � b1Xj2V1 �2jxj + Xj2V2 �2jxj +s1 + s2 � b2... . . . ... . . . ...Xj2V1 �nj xj + Xj2V2 �nj xj+ � � �+ Xj2Vn �nj xj +s1 + s2+ � � �+ sn � bn;xj 2 f0; 1g for all j 2 Vh sh � 0 for all h = 1; : : : ; n (10)
where, for eah k = 1; : : : ; n:�kj = minfaj ; bk � bh�1g for all j 2 Vh; h = 1; : : : ; k:Inequalities (10) have been shown to be valid for (8) by Theorem 4.1. Below, we prove thatunder some hypotheses the Nested Knapsak Inequalities are suÆient to desribe the onvexhull of (8).



21.Theorem 4.2. If �kj = bk � bh�1 for eah j 2 Vh, h = 1; : : : ; k, and k = 1; : : : ; n, theninequalities (10), xj 2 [0; 1℄ for all j, and sk � 0 for all k de�ne an integer polyhedron.Proof: We proof the theorem showing that there exists an optimal solution (x; s) to the relaxationof (10) with binary x for eah objetive funtion (; f). We write again the formulation of theproblem onsidering expliitly the hypothesis of the theorem:Xj2V1 b1xj +s1 � b1Xj2V1 b2xj + Xj2V2(b2 � b1)xj +s1 + s2 � b2... . . . ... . . . ...Xj2V1 bnxj + Xj2V2(bn � b1)xj � � �+ Xj2Vn(bn � bn�1)xj +s1 + s2 � � �+ sn � bn;xj 2 [0; 1℄ for all j 2 Vh sh � 0 for all h = 1; : : : ; n (11)
To prove the theorem we dedue some simpli�ations and then we �nd a pair of primal anddual optimal solutions satisfying the omplementary slakness onditions.We assume  > 0 and f � 0, otherwise variables xj with j � 0 ould be �xed to 1, while, iffk < 0, the problem is unbounded.For eah k let �k = minfj : j 2 Vkg and ind(k) = argminfj : j 2 Vkg. Then, for allk = 1; : : : ; n and j 2 Vk, xj = 0 for eah j 6= ind(k). Moreover, Pj2Vk xj � 1, beause a singlevariable satis�es all the knapsak onstraints from k to n. Hene, we may assume that there is asingle variable in eah subset Vk that we denote with xk, and, moreover, that f1 � f2 � : : : � fn;indeed, if fi < fj with i < j, then sj = 0 in the optimal solution, as si is ontained in all thoseonstraints that ontain also sj .For ease of referene we rewrite the problem taking into aount all simplifying hypothesesabove disussed:min 1x1 + 2x2+ : : :+ nxn +f1s1 + f2s2+ � � � + fnsnb1x1 +s1 � b1b2x1 + (b2 � b1)x2 +s1 + s2 � b2... . . . ... . . . ...bnx1 + (bn � b1)x2+ � � �+ (bn � bn�1)xn +s1 + s2+ � � � + sn � bn;xi 2 [0; 1℄ si � 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n (12)If a variable xk = 1, then all onstraints from k to n are satis�ed. Hene, in the optimalsolution there annot be two variables xk1 and xk2 with xk1 = xk2 = 1, (indeed, if k1 < k2 thenthe solution ~x obtained by x modifying only ~xk2 = 0 is feasible and with a smaller objetivefuntion value). Therefore, the optimal solutions of (12) have the following form:xi = � 1 if i = k0 if i 6= k si = � bi � bi�1 for i = 1; : : : ; k � 10 for i = k; : : : ; n (13)for an index k 2 f1; : : : ; ng.The ost of suh solutions depends exlusively on index k. We denote with g(k) the objetivefuntion value of the solution with xk = 1.g(k) = k�1Xi=1 fi(bi � bi�1) + k for k = 1; : : : ; n (14)



22.Moreover, we denote with g(n+ 1) the solution with xi = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n.g(n+ 1) = nXi=1 fi(bi � bi�1): (15)The optimal solution of (12) an be found from the minimum of g(k), for k = 1; : : : ; n + 1.Let k� = argminfg(k) : k = 1; : : : ; n+ 1g. Now, we show that there is a dual feasible solutionwhih satis�es the omplementary slakness onditions with the primal solution (13) for k = k�,and hene, they are optimal solutions.Note that in the relaxation of (12) the bounds xi � 1 are not needed as the objetive fun-tion oeÆients are positive, so its dual is the following problem (we write in parenthesis theorresponding primal variables):(x1) y1b1 + y2b2 + � � � + ynbn � 1(x2) y2(b2 � b1) + � � � + yn(bn � b1) � 2... . . . ...(xn) yn(bn � bn�1) � n(s1) y1 + y2 + � � � + yn � f1(s2) y2 + � � � + yn � f2... . . . ...(sn) yn � fnyi � 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n (16)
The omplementary slakness onditions with the primal solution (13) for k = k� are:(s1) y1 + y2 + � � � + � � � + yn = f1(s2) y2 + � � � + � � � + yn = f2... . . . ...(sk�1) yk�1 + � � � + yn = fk�1(xk) yk(bk � bk�1) + � � �+ yn(bn � bk�1) = k:We de�ne the following dual solution for dereasing indies r = n; n� 1; : : : ; k + 1 asyr = min0�fr � nXj=r+1 yj;min(i �Pnj=r+1 yj(bj � bi�1)br � bi�1 : i = 1; : : : ; r)1A : (17)For index k, k � 1, and i < k � 1, we have the following formulas:yk = k �Pnj=k+1 yj(bj � bk�1)bk � bk�1yk�1 = fk�1 �Pnj=k yjyi = fi � fi+1The solutions are de�ned to satisfy the omplementary slakness onditions, so we have totest only the dual feasibility. We show that it is a feasible dual solution in three steps: �rst we



23.prove non negativity, then that onstraint assoiated with (sk) is satis�ed, and �nally that theonstraints assoiated with the primal variables xi for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 are satis�ed.We show non negativity of the variables yr for r = k; : : : ; n by bakward indution from nto k. Clearly yn � 0. Let us suppose that for indutive hypothesis yr+1 � 0, then we show thatso it is yr. There are two possible ases:a) yr+1 = fr+1 �Pnj=r+2 yj;b) yr+1 = �k �Pnj=r+2 yj(bj � b�k�1)br+1 � b�k�1 where �k is the index assoiated with the minimumindex i in the seond part of the formula (17).If ase (a) ours, then if yr = fr �Pnj=r+1 yj = fr � fr+1 � 0. In a similar way if yr is equalto seond part of the minimum of (17), then yr � 0 as for ondition (a) for all i = 1; : : : ; r,i � Pnj=r+1 yj(bj � bi�1). If ase (b) ours, then if �k � r then yr = 0. Otherwise �k = r + 1,and yr = ~k �Pnj=r+1 yj(bj � b~k�1)br � b~k�1where ~k � r is the argument of the minimum in the formula (17) for yr. Substituing the valueof yr+1, yr = ~k �Pnj=r+2 yj �bj � b~k�1�� �k �Pnj=r+2 yj �bj � b�k�1�br+1 � b�k�1 (br+1 � b~k�1)br � b~k�1 :Hene yr � 0, as if we multiply both sides for the positive quantity br�b~k�1br+1�b~k�1 , we obtain thatthe right hand side is equal to the following value~k �Pnj=r+2 yj(bj � b~k�1)br+1 � b~k�1 � �k �Pnj=r+2 yj(bj � b�k�1)br+1 � b�k�1 � 0due to the de�nition of �k.The onstraints assoiated with si and xi for i = k + 1; : : : ; n are satis�ed for de�nition ofthe y variables. Assume that onstraint (sk) is not satis�ed. Then, yk > fk �Pnj=k+1 yj andk �Pnj=k+1 yj(bj � bk�1) > fk(bk � bk�1)�Pnj=k+1 yj(bk � bk�1) from whih we obtaink � fk(bk � bk�1) > nXj=k+1 yj(bj � bk): (18)As g(k) =Pk�1j=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + k, we derive k and substitute it in (18) obtainingg(k) > kXj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + nXj=k+1 yj(bj � bk):Now, let �k > k be the minimum index suh that y�k = i �Pnj=�k+1 yj(bj � bi�1)b�k � bi�1 > 0, wherei 2 fk; : : : ; �kg. Note that yi = yi+1 = : : : = y�k�1 = 0, while yj = fj�fj+1 for j = k+1; : : : ; i�2



24.and yi�1 = fi�1 �Pnj=�k yj. Therefore,g(k) > kXj=1 fj(bj �bj�1)+ i�2Xj=k+1(fj �fj+1)(bj �bk) + (fi�1� nXj=�k yj)(bi�1 �bk)+ nXj=�k yj(bj �bk) == kXj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + 24 i�2Xj=k+1 fj(bj � bk)� i�1Xj=k+2 fj(bj�1 � bk)35++(fi�1 � nXj=�k yj)(bi�1 � bk) + nXj=�k yj(bj � bk) == kXj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + fk+1(bk+1 � bk) + i�2Xj=k+2 fj(bj � bj�1)� fi�1(bi�2 � bk)++fi�1(bi�1 � bk)� nXj=�k yj(bi�1 � bk) + nXj=�k yj(bj � bk) == i�1Xj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + nXj=�k yj(bj � bi�1) == i�1Xj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + i �Pnj=�k+1 yj(bj � bi�1)b�k � bi�1 (b�k � bi�1) + nXj=�k+1 yj(bj � bi�1) == i�1Xj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) + i = g(i)that is, g(k) is not the minimum as we supposed. Therefore, onstraint (sk) is satis�ed.Finally, we show that for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 the onstraints of the dual problem assoiated withprimal variables xi are satis�ed. Consider onstraint (xi):nXj=i yj(bj � bi�1) � i:By substituing the value of the variables yj for j = 1; : : : ; k in the left hand side we obtaink�2Xj=i(fj � fj+1)(bj �bi�1) + (fk�1 � nXj=k yj)(bk�1 �bi�1) + yk(bk �bi�1) + nXj=k+1yj(bj � bi�1) ==k�2Xj=i fj(bj�bj�1)� fk�1(bk�2�bi�1) + fk�1(bk�1�bi�1) + yk(bk�bk�1) + nXj=k+1yj(bj�bk�1) ==k�1Xj=i fj(bj � bj�1) + k �Pnj=k+1 yj(bj � bk�1)bk � bk�1 (bk � bk�1) + nXj=k+1 yj(bj � bk�1) ==k�1Xj=i fj(bj � bj�1) + k � i



25.Combining the above inequality with the de�nition of g(k) we obtaink�1Xj=i fj(bj � bj�1) + k = g(k)� i�1Xj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) � i;whih an be rewritten as g(k) � i + i�1Xj=1 fj(bj � bj�1) = g(i):We have thus shown that onstraint (xi) is satis�ed if and only if g(k) � g(i), whih is obviouslytrue as by de�nition k = k� = argminfg(i) : i = 1; : : : ; n+ 1g. 24.2. Appliation of Nested Knapsak InequalitiesIn Setion 3.3 we derived knapsak onstraints from the distribution problem in Supply ChainManagement presented in Setion 2. If we onsider a subset of onstraints (7) assoiated withdi�erent days for a given port p and a ommodity k, we have a Nested Knapsak System athand as de�ned in Setion 4. In the following example we apply the inequalities of Example 4.1.Example 4.2. Consider the following three inequalities of type (7):X(�;e)2V1 q�ev�e +s1 � 47X(�;e)2V1 q�ev�e + X(�;e)2V2 q�ev�e +s1 + s2 � 182X(�;e)2V1 q�ev�e + X(�;e)2V2 q�ev�e + X(�;e)2V3 q�ev�e +s1 + s2 + s3 � 1081;where Vi = f(�; e)j� 2 S and e 2 BSpd0� for i = 1; : : : ; dig, di 2 D, i = 1; 2; 3.As in Example 4.1, we suppose that the oeÆients q�e 2 f7000; 10400; 11000g, and, applyingTheorem 4.1, we �nd an inequality equivalent to (9):1081 X(�;e)2V1 v�e + 1034 X(�;e)2V2 v�e + 852 X(�;e)2V3 v�e + s1 + s2 + s3 � 1081: (19)2It is straightforward that the same applies starting from knapsak onstraints on a singleommodity with the y variables (i.e., (6)). In Setion 2.3 we presented an extension where theintegrality onstraints on the y variables were relaxed. In some real ases this extension maybe applied as the transport means an be divided into segregations in several ways, and eahfrational value of the y variables an be easily approximated with a real on�guration of thesegregations. In suh a ase we an again �nd Nested Knapsaks Inequalities on eah ommoditysubstituting the y variables with the v variables in (6), whih remain integer even in this relaxedformulation.As the following relations hold Xk2K yk�e = v�e for all � 2 S



26.(see the Ar Formulation in setions 2.2 and 2.3), then from (6) we obtain a valid inequal-ity substituting q�ev�e with q�eyk�e, and then we an apply the results of Setion 4. Indeed,q�ev�e � q�eyk�e, and (6) is a \�" inequality; so with this substitution we get a relaxationof (6).Example 4.3. Suppose that in the ase of Example 4.2 we have onstraints on two ommodities.For ommodity k = 0 the total amounts to be shipped are 47, 182, and 670 tons for the threeknapsak onstraints, respetively. For ommodity k = 1 the total amounts are 0 on the �rst andon the seond onstraint, and 411 tons on the third one. Making the above desribed substitutionand onsidering the de�nition of Nested Knapsak Inequalities, we obtain the following uts:� for ommodity 0:670 X(�;e)2V1 v�e + 623 X(�;e)2V2 v�e + 488 X(�;e)2V3 v�e + s01 + s02 + s03 � 670; (20)� for ommodity 1:411 X(�;e)2V1 v�e + 411 X(�;e)2V2 v�e + 411 X(�;e)2V3 v�e + s11 + s12 + s13 � 411: (21)2In Example 4.2 the violation variables si were assoiated with all the ommodities, that issi =Pk2K ski . We see that inequality (19), obtained in Example 4.2, is the sum of the previoustwo inequalities. Hene, (19) is redundant if (20) and (21) are added to the problem.We note that, when the oeÆients of a Nested Knapsak Inequality on all the ommoditiesand the oeÆients of the orresponding Nested Knapsak Inequalities on eah ommodity arestritly less than the oeÆients q�e, then the former inequality is the sum of the latter ones. Ingeneral, a ut on all the ommodities is not always the sum of the uts on the single ommodities,as some oeÆients of the Nested Knapsak Inequalities may be set to the original oeÆientsin the former ase.The substitution of the y variables with the v variables an also be done partially. Therefore,the oeÆients in the ut of the remaining y variables are equal to the original oeÆients q,while the oeÆients of the v variables are equal to � as de�ned in Theorem 4.1. When addinga spei� ut on a ommodity, port, and day, the substitution of some of the y variables withthe v variables is done in the following way:a) let yk�e be a y variable with oeÆient q�e;b) let v�e be the orresponding v variable with oeÆient ��e for the ut;) if, for the urrent frational solution, ��ev�e < q�eyk�e, then onsider the term ��ev�e inthe ut, otherwise onsider the term q�eyk�e.As for eah pair (�; e) we hoose the minimum between ��ev�e and q�eyk�e, the ut obtained isthe most violated among all Nested Knapsak Inequalities for the same ommodity, port, andday.



27.Finally, we note that it is possible to de�ne this lass of uts not only on all the ommoditiesor on a single ommodity, but also on a generi subset of ommodities. The proedure to applyis similar to the one for a single ommodity; it is suÆient to onsider a sum of y variables onthe subset of ommodities instead of a single y variable; all other onepts and operations arestill valid.5. Cover Inequalities for Knapsak ConstraintsIn Setion 3.3 we have derived knapsak onstraints (6) and (7) from the struture of thedistribution problem in Supply Chain Management. As a onsequene, we an apply uts onknapsak problems, and in partiular the well-known lifted over inequalities (see, e.g., thepapers [2℄, [26℄, [44℄, [45℄, [14℄ or the textbooks [32℄, [46℄). Other lasses of valid inequalitiesfor knapsak problems an be found in [34℄ ((1; k) on�gurations) and in [43℄ (extended weightinequalities).This setion deals with the appliation of over inequalities. Below we briey reall thede�nition of over inequalities for knapsak problems with general integer variables.The following onstraints Pni=1 aixi � b0 � xi � ui 8 i = 1; : : : ; nxi 2 Z 8 i = 1; : : : ; n;with ai, ui, and b non negative integers, desribe the set of feasible points of the Integer KnapsakProblem.De�nition 5.1. A over for an integer knapsak problem is a subset of items C � f1; : : : ; ngsuh that Pi2C aiui > b. Given a over C the following is de�ned in [8℄ as over inequality:Xi2C(ui � xi) � �; (22)where � = d�=�ae, � =Pi2C aiui � b, and �a = maxfai j i 2 Cg.In this paper we are interested in the appliation of over inequalities on mixed integer knap-sak problems. For suh ases tehniques to lift a single ontinuos variable have been presentedin [8℄.In the remainder of this setion we present a simple algorithm to eÆiently ompute the liftingoeÆient de�ned in the lifting proedure of [8℄. Moreover, we show how over inequalitiesfor knapsak problems derived in Setion 3.3 an be strengthened taking into aount ertainompatibility onditions amongst travels arried out by the same transport mean.5.1. Lifting proedure for ontinuous variablesLifting on the ontinuous violation variables an be arried out using the formula introdued in[8℄, whih is valid for the ase of a single ontinuous variable. In the knapsak onstraints derivedfrom the problem of Setion 2 there are more than one ontinuous variable; some of them havepositive oeÆients and some other negative oeÆients, so we have to apply a transformationto redue to the ase of a single ontinuous variable. We onsider knapsak onstraints of thetype \�" (the ase \�" an be derived straightforwardly):



28. ax+Pi ŝi �Pi �si � b: (23)The transformations needed to obtain onstraints with a single ontinuous variable from (23)are:Step 1: eliminate the ontinuous variables with positive sign (ŝi) in the left hand side (lhs),and move the ontinuous variables with negative sign (�si) to the right hand side; as theoriginal ontraint has been relaxed in a new onstraint by dropping the variables ŝi, validinequalities for the latter are valid also for the former;Step 2: let s be a new variable equal to the sum of the ontinuous variables still in the onstraint(s =Pi �si); then this beomes of the type ax � b+ s;Step 3: let �x � �0 be the inequality to be lifted; �nd the lifting oeÆient  for s with theproedure desribed next, and obtain the valid inequality �x � �0 + s;Step 4: substitute s with the original ontinuous variables with negative sign in the lhs (�si),and lift with zero oeÆients the ontinuous variables with positive sign in the lhs (ŝi).The lifting oeÆient  for s is equal to 1=� [8℄, where� = mins>0 s�(s)� �0 ;and �(s) = maxf�x : ax � b+ s; x 2 f0; 1gng:The funtion �(s) is de�ned on a ontinuous dominion. To simplify the omputation of � westudy the properties of the funtion �(s) de�ned as follows:�(s) = s�(s)� �0 ;and we propose a simple algorithm that arries out suh a omputation. The value of � willbe the minimum of �(s) over all s > 0. The funtion �(s) is a non dereasing funtion with astairase shape as the value of maxf�x : ax � b+ s; x 2 f0; 1gng is onstant for an interval ofvalues for s, and then goes up when s is inreased to a value whih allows a better solution formaxf�x : ax � b+ s; x 2 f0; 1gng.As the funtion �(s) is a stairase funtion, then �(s) is a pieewise growing funtion; that is,in eah interval suh that �(s) is onstant, �(s) is a growing linear funtion with slope equal to1=(�(s) � �0) (see Figure 3).On these premises, we an ompute �(s) only on its breakpoints (blak dots in Figure 3).Therefore, we �rst onsider all the possible values that �x an take in the feasible region of �(s);they are in the set f�0 + 1; : : : ; �eg, where e is the vetor of all ones. Then, we ompute theleast value of b+s needed for �(s) to take a value ~� 2 f�0+1; : : : ; �eg, and �nally ompute �(s)only for that value. We an summarize this result in the proedure desribed in the followingproposition.
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Figure 3: Graphi of funtion �(s)Proposition 5.1. The following algorithm orretly omputes the value of �:Step 1. � =1; ~�0 = �0 + 1;Step 2. while (~�0 � �e) do�(~�0) = minfax : �x � ~�0; x 2 f0; 1gng� = min��; �(~�0)� b~�0 � �0 �~�0 = �~x+ 1, where ~x = argminfax : �x � ~�0; x 2 f0; 1gngThus we optimize the funtion �(s), de�ned over a ontinuous dominion, by solving a numberof binary knapsak problems. These knapsak problems an be easily solved as the oeÆientsin the onstraints are those of the valid inequality to lift (i.e., �). In many ases, suh as thelifted over inequalities, most of the oeÆients � are equal to zero or one, so the dynamiprogramming algorithm for knapsak an solve the problem very eÆiently.Another way to �nd � is by omputing a value �0 � � that an be used to lift the inequalityobtaining a weaker valid inequality. This an be easily done by the greedy algorithm that �rstsolves the ontinuous relaxation of the knapsak problems in the algorithm of Proposition 5.1,and then rounds up the objetive funtion value obtaining �0(~�0) � �(~�0). This value is a goodapproximation due to the properties of the oeÆients �: indeed, if � is a zero-one vetor, theontinuous relaxation has an integer solution and rounding is not needed. Moreover, to solve theproblem with the next value of ~�0 we an start from the previous solution; this way, providedthat the n items are in desending order with respet to �i=ai and that the relaxations of theknapsak problems are used, the omplexity of the algorithm in Proposition 5.1 is O(n).5.2. Compatibility Cover InequalitiesIn the previous setion we dedued binary knapsak onstraints from the struture of the prob-lem. The variables in these onstraints represent travels and assignment of produts to travels.The uts from the literature (over, (1; k)-on�gurations, extended weight inequalities, et.) donot take into aount ompatibility onditions among travels, i.e., if a transport mean an arryout two travels respeting their initial and �nal times.Using this additional feature, we an strengthen the already desribed over inequalities. Thisis shown by the following example oming from ontraints (7):



30.Example 5.1. Consider a onsumption base p and a day d for whih the total request of allproduts is 65; 900 tons (inluding minimum stok and onsumptions). There are two transportmeans that an arry produts towards base p: mean 1 an make 14 travels and its apaityis 11; 000 tons; mean 2 an make 15 travels and its apaity is 10; 000 tons. The knapsakonstraint of type (7) is the following (we dropped ontinuous variables):14Xi=1 11; 000 v1i + 15Xi=1 10; 000 v2i � 65; 900A lifted over inequality that we may obtain starting from a over ontaining all the variablesof transport mean 2 is 14Xi=1 v1i + 15Xi=1 v2i � 6 (24)In Table 5.1 we report the list of the 14 loaded travels orresponding to the variables assoiatedwith transport mean 1. Moreover, to omplete the data in the table, we add that the returntravels from base 7 to base 3 last two days, from 7 to 5 last three days, and from 7 to 11 lasttwo days. From the ondition on initial and �nal times for eah travel, we know, for instane,that tranport mean 1 annot perform travels 1 and 3 together.travel FROM TOno. port on day port on day1 3 2 7 52 3 3 7 63 3 7 7 104 3 8 7 115 3 9 7 126 3 12 7 157 11 12 7 168 5 16 7 189 11 17 7 2110 3 18 7 2111 3 23 7 2712 11 23 7 2713 5 24 7 2714 3 24 7 27Table 1: List of seleted travels assoiated with transport mean 1The relations of inompatibility among travels an be represented with a graph for eahtransport mean, where nodes are the travels and an ar between two travels denotes that theyannot be performed together by the orresponding mean in a monthly plan. In Figure 5.1 weshow the graph assoiated with transport mean 1.The travels that an be in a shedule of a transport mean orrespond to a stable set in theprevious graph. We an see that transport mean 1 an arry out at most 5 travels (see forinstane grey nodes in Figure 5.1) overing only 55; 000 tons; thus, the residual 10; 900 tons
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Figure 4: Inompatibility graph assoiated with transport mean 1must be overed by two travels of transport mean 2. Therefore, 6 travels are not suÆient and,onsequently, the following inequality is valid for the whole problem:14Xi=1 v1i + 15Xi=1 v2i � 7 (25)2We all the uts as the one derived in the Example 5.1 Compatibility Cover Inequalities. Nowwe desribe a general proedure to obtain this type of uts onsidering general integer knapsakonstraints. First, we disuss how to get this type of onstraints from problem (2).We start from onstraints (7), but we ould start also from a onstraint of the type (6) as well,and then introdue new variables z� equal to the sum of a subset ~E� of variables assoiated withship �. As in real appliations the oeÆients q�e seldom depend on e, we assume q�e = q� suhthat e 2 ~E� and then use the following relation to substitute variables in ~E� with the singleinteger variable z�: Xe2 ~E� q�ev�e = q�z�:We have obtained a knapsak onstraint on variables z� on whih we have to de�ne upperbounds. These are given by the maximum number of travels that ship � an make satisfying



32.ompatibility onstraints between travels. For eah ship this value is found by solving a maxi-mum stable set problem on the inompatibility graph de�ned as in Example 5.1 for ship 1. Thisproblem an be solved in linear time, as it an be redued to a maximum path problem on theayli graph SG(�) introdued in Setion 2, where we set weights on ars as follows:� 1 for all ars e 2 ~E�;� 0 otherwise.The maximum path on this graph results in the largest subset of ompatible travels in ~E�. Theproess is desribed below ontinuing Example 5.1.Example 5.2. (ont.) From Example 5.1 we an de�ne two variables z1 and z2, suh thatz1 = P14i=1 v1i and z2 = P15i=1 v2i. The bound for z1 is 5 (e.g., travels 1, 3, 6, 9, and 11 inFigure 5.1). Similarly we obtain that the one for z2 is 7. The knapsak problem is then thefollowing 11; 000 z1 + 10; 000 z2 � 65; 900z1 � 5z2 � 7z1; z2 2 Z+:If we omplement the variables by setting �zi = ui�zi, we obtain an equivalent knapsak problemof type \�". Therefore, using De�nition 5.1 we derive the following inequality:(7� �z2) � 2:Now lifting �z1 with oeÆient 1 we obtain(5� �z1) + (7� �z2) � 7:Complementing bak the variables we then have:z1 + z2 � 7;that is equivalent to (25), and stronger than (24). 2Hene, the lass of Compatibility Cover Inequalities is de�ned by:a) reformulating the knapsak onstraints with the aggregating variables z�;b) omputing tight bounds on the z� by solving maximum path problems in ayli graphs;) �nding lifted over inequalities on the resulting knapsak problem with general integervariables.Then, the resulting over inequalities may be lifted on the variables not onsidered with thesets ~E� using standard lifting proedures (see [33℄ or the textbook [32℄), whih involve thesolution of a series of knapsak problems.



33.6. An Appliation to Ship Sheduling in Oil IndustriesWe desribe an appliation of the model and of the solution algorithm for the Tatial Distribu-tion Problem in Oil Industry Supply Chain Management. First, we desribe the problem to besolved. Then, we disuss the branhing rules that have been implemented. Finally, we presentthe omputational results obtained on test and real ases provided by two of the major oil pro-dution and distribution ompanies: the italian AgipPetroli and the spanish CLH (Compa~niaLogistia de Hidroarburos).Distribution of oil produts from re�neries to depots for supplying large geographial areasis performed by means of medium and small oil tankers ranging from 5,000 to 25,000 tonsof deadweight. A set of di�erent ommodities (e.g., petrol, Diesel oil, et.) is to be shippedamongst a set of ports (assoiated with re�neries or depots). A given number of ships, withknown harateristis, an be used. All ports have onstraints on stok level and daily produtionor onsumption rates for several ommodities. The problem is to move the ommodities betweenthe ports so that the stok level onstraints are respeted in a given planning period (e.g., onemonth), and the total ost of transportation is minimized. The data available to desribe theproblem are summarized below.For eah port we know the distanes from the other ports; furthermore, for eah ommoditywe are given:� the initial stok level;� the minimum and the maximum stok levels;� the amount produed or onsumed for eah day of the planning period.Moreover, we have information and onstraints assoiated with the ships:� the ommerial speed;� the number of segregations and their load (a segregation is a ompartment that an be�lled with only one produt);� the onstraints on ports (some large ships annot harbour in little ports or they an onlyif not fully loaded).The ships are divided into two ategories with a di�erent ost struture:� time harter ships: rented on a yearly or monthly basis;� spot ships: rented just for spei� travels.The objetive funtion aims to minimize the use of spots ships, whih are more expensive,optimizing the use of time harter ships, for whih �xed osts prevail. This is done in thefollowing way. First, the set of ships used in the model is omposed of time harter shipsonly, and violation variables are assigned large osts in the objetive funtion. The violationvariables with positive value in the optimal solution assoiated with this problem are used tomake deisions on how many spot ships and of whih type are to be rented. Then, the algorithmis exeuted one again onsidering also a number of spot ships whih are apable to take areof the violations.



34.Branhing RulesHere we desribe some branhing rules that an be applied to the Ship Sheduling appliation,and generalized to all the ases where the tatial model of Setion 2 applies. These rules musthave the property of being ompatible with the olumn generation routine, therefore we onsideronly rules that an be represented by hanging the osts assoiated with nodes and ars of thespae-time graphs. A �rst example of this kind of rules is the following:� selet a ship �, a port p and a day d in the planning period;� on the �rst branh, fore the ship � to pass through port p on day d;� on the seond branh, instead, the ship � is not allowed to go through port p on day d.As a pair of port and day is a node of the ship-graph SG(�), this rule amounts to onsideringonly paths passing through that node in the �rst ase, and only paths not going through thatnode in the seond one.A slight modi�ation of this rule is the following one:� selet a ship �, a port p, a day d and a sense: outwards or inwards;� if the outwards sense is hosen, on the �rst branh, we impose the onstraint that thesum of the ars orresponding to loaded travels of the ship � leaving from the seletednode (p; d) must be equal to one, and� on the seond branh, we impose that the above sum is �xed to zero.It is straightforward to de�ne the ase of the inwards sense.Computational ResultsWe have solved some instanes of the Ship Sheduling problem with the algorithm disussed inSetion 3. The model we have adopted for these tests is the one desribed in Setion 2 onsid-ering the extension with multiple loads on the same transport mean without �xed segregationsdesribed in Setion 2.3.We report on four test ases. We used the lasses of uts derived in setions 4 and 5, andthe seond of the above branhing rules. The �rst two test ases, CLH1 and CLH2, havebeen proposed by CLH (Compa~nia Logistia de Hidroarburos of the Repsol group), the mainompany involved in the distribution of oil produts in Spain. The other two test ases, AP1and AP2, have been studied by Agip Petroli (ENI group), the leading Italian ompany both forthe prodution and distribution of oil derivatives.In Table 2 we report for eah test ase the number of ommodities, the number of days in theplanning period, the number of ports, the number of ships, the lower bounds without and withthe use of utting planes, the optimal solution, the number of nodes in the branhing tree, andthe total omputational times.All the above test ases ome from real planning problems of the two ompanies. However inthese ases it is possible to produe solutions whih satisfy all stok onstraints without usingviolation variables.We onlude reporting on the results on a real instane orresponding to the omplete distri-bution plan of AgipPetroli in one month. In this instane there are 12 ommodities, 30 days, 19ports, and 10 ships. The lower bound obtained without uts is 52,231, the one obtained with the



35.Lower BoundsK D P S LP Cuts Optimum Nodes TimeCLH1 4 6 2 4 0.437 2.000 2 1 2CLH2 4 30 5 4 6.935 8.467 10 167 36AP1 5 30 8 6 6.266 13.000 13 3 52AP2 5 30 8 6 50.000 50.000 50 57 74Table 2: Computational Results on Test Casesuts is 96,500, and, �nally, we reah a feasible solution with value 104; 107. Therefore, in thisase, where violations variables have been inluded, the gap is redued from 50% to 7%. Thefeasible solution determined by the algorithm has been positively evaluated by the potential �nalusers (AgipPetroli), and it exhibited signi�ant savings with respet to the solution obtainedwith the urrently used method.
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